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              1000 Mythological Characters Briefly Described

              
 by   Edward Sylvester Ellis 
1000 Mythological Characters Briefly Described is an alphabetical index of mythological characters shortly described in a book form written by Edward Sylvester Ellis, an American author and journalist who contributed to the literary world with fiction, biography and historical works such as  Seth Jones, or the Captives of the Frontier, The Ste..
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              Dewey and Other Naval Commanders

              
 by   Edward Sylvester Ellis 
Dewey and Other Naval Commanders is a book which details the bravery of important Naval commanders of America, written by the American author Edward Sylvester Ellis, remembered for his fiction works and historical accounts. His notable works among his publications include The Steam Man of the Prairies, Seth Jones, The Stories of the Greatest Nation..
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              The River Rifles

              
 by   Edward Sylvester Ellis 
The long sweeping oars that were hung at either end of the flat-boat were now called into requisition and applied by seemingly invisible hands. Under their influence, the huge unwieldy mass of lumber began sidling toward the bank, somewhat after the fashion of a cautious turtle, that had not made up his mind as yet, whether he was doing an exactly ..
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              The Three Trappers

              
 by   Edward Sylvester Ellis 
It was now quite late in the afternoon, and Fred Wainwright reined up his mustang, and from his position took a survey of the surrounding prairie. On his right stretched the broad dusty plain, broken by some rough hills, and on his left wound the Gila, while in the distance could be detected the faint blue of the Maggolien Mountains.But it was litt..
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